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OUR MISSION
To ensure safety, security and regularity of civil aviation in Tanzania by providing
effective oversight and efficient air navigation services while maintaing quality,
protecting the environment and safeguarding the interest of consumers and the
public.

OUR VISION
The civil aviation system in Tanzania to be amongst the safest, most orderly and
sustainable in the world.

OUR MOTTO
Aviation Safety and Efficiency. Our Commitment. In partnership.

OUR VALUES
Integrity
Professionalism
Efficiency
Quality

People Centredness
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A WORD FROM
THE
DIRECTOR GENERAL

G

reetings and warm welcome
to 52nd edition of TCAA News
Bulletin

and airports face potential loss of
revenue of up to USD 314 billion and
USD 100 respectively, for 2020.

A lot has happened in the past six
months, from December 2019 to
June 2020, but surely the COVID – 19
pandemics became the dominant one.

Tanzania aviation operations have
also been negatively affected
as passengers demand declined
forcing airlines to cut down flight
frequencies and destinations which in
turn declined the revenue as well as
threatens employment to the sector.

The pandemic has caused socialeconomic shock, where civil aviation
industry is among the mostly affected
sectors. The scourge which was first
reported in December 2019 in China,
has caused industrial dramatic turn to
the worst.
ICAO’s report on Effects of Coronavirus
on Civil Aviation: Economic Impact
Analysis of June 2020 estimates
overall reduction of 39% to 52% of
seats offered by Airlines. Similarly, it
estimates overall reduction of 2, 247
to 2,997 million passengers which is
approximate USD 289 to 387 Billion
potential loss of gross operating
revenues of airlines.
The ICAO’s “Take Off: Guideline for Air
Travel Through the COVID-19 Public
Health Crisis”, annexed to the Report
of the ICAO Council Aviation Recovery
Task Force (CART), shows that airlines
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As part of limiting and eventual
combating the pandemic, Tanzania
took a number of measures where
by in late January 2020 TCAA
in collaboration with Ministry of
Healthy, Community Development,
Gender, Elderly and Children held a
stakeholders meeting on measures to
tackle the pandemic.
Members of the National Collaborative
Arrangement for Prevention and
Management of Public Health Events
in Civil Aviation (CAPSCA) met on an
emergency meeting in November 2019,
which was followed by a quarterly
meeting in January and developed
guidelines for tackling COVID 19.

suspended all international flight
operations as a measure to limit the
spread of the virus. However, on 18
May 2020, the Government resumed
International flight operations and
relaxed the traveling restriction
after the decrease of the COVID-19
reported cases in the country.
The move meant to allow resumption
of economic activities in air transport
while limiting further spread of the
pandemic to the general public.
TCAA
in
collaboration
with
government and stakeholders is
working tirelessly on recovery of
the industry by looking into ways of
restarting industry operations, thus
let us work together to achieve this.
Wish you a pleasant read

Hamza S. Johari
Director General

On 11 April 2020, the Government
issued a Travel Advisory which
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THE IMPACTS OF CORONA VIRUS IN AVIATION OPERATIONS

By James Mwala

T

he outbreak of Coronavirus
pandemic had its direct effects
to the aviation related operations
worldwide. Early effects were felt in
China where the virus originated,
travel restrictions were imposed
causing chaos to the travelling public.
Due to the nature and its rapid spread
of the virus, many countries in the
world imposed travel bans resulting
in significant drop in demand from
travelers. Significant reductions in
passenger numbers resulted in planes
flying empty between airports which
led to cancellation of many flights.
A number of airlines reduced their
capacities to cope with the prevailing
demand Tanzania aviation operations
equally were hit by the travel bans and
restrictions imposed by governments
world-wide especially international
traffic. On this article we will see
a snapshot of the impact of the
pandemic on aviation operations in
global and local perspectives
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Air transport is the safest and fastest
means of transportation, overcoming
oceans and borders to connect people
and support economic growth. By
spurring tourism and trade, air travel
contributes to increasing consumer
benefits and choices, creating jobs,
and generating numerous socioeconomic
benefits.
According
to International Air Transport
Association (IATA) Aviation supports
USD 2.7 trillion in global economic
activity and 65.5 million jobs. With a
current situation facing the World all
these benefits brought by aviation
have gone in a very short time as a
result of coronavirus outbreak.
Life without air transport has been
difficult; the world has almost come
to a stand-still. The mobility of people,
goods and services brought by it has
been minimized to astonishing levels.
A number of countries are restricting
people coming out of their homes as a
way to combat the virus and travelling
is also restricted.

Effects of Covid-19 on Global
Persective
International
Air
Transport
Association (IATA) estimated that the
airline industry could burn through
$61 billion of their cash reserves
during the second quarter ending 30
June 2020, while posting a quarterly
net loss of USD. 39 billion, based on
its impact assessment released under
a scenario which assumes that severe
travel restrictions continue. Under
this scenario, full-year demand falls
by 38 percent and full-year passenger
revenues drop by $252 billion
compared to 2019. IATA assessed
the impact to be severe, and mainly
driven by revenues, variable costs,
fixed and semi-fixed costs. On top of
unavoidable costs, airlines are faced
with refunding sold but unused tickets
as a result of massive cancellations
resulting from government-imposed
restrictions on travel.
Thus estimated impact of COVID-19
Continue pg. 6
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outbreak on scheduled international
passenger traffic during the first
quarter of 2020 compared to
originally-planned in some countries
is as undermentioned:
•

China (including Hong Kong/
Macao and Taiwan Province):
40% seat capacity reduction,
30.8 to 32.6 million passenger
reduction, USD 6.9 to 7.3 billion
loss of gross operating revenues
of airlines.

•

•

•

Republic of Korea: 29% seat
capacity reduction, 7.8 to 8.6
million passenger reduction,
USD 1.5 to 1.7 billion loss of gross
operating revenues of airlines.
Italy: 23% seat capacity reduction,
6.7 to 7.1 million passenger
reduction, USD 0.8 to 0.9 billion
loss of gross operating revenues
of airlines.
Iran: 25% seat capacity reduction,
730,000 to 810,000 passenger
reduction, USD 120 to 130

million losses of gross operating
revenues of airlines.
•

Airports may lose approx. USD
46 billion for 2020 (estimates by
Airport Council International ACI).

•

Definitely, the direct impact of
COVID-19 outbreak is expected
to be greater than that caused by
SARS in 2003 due to higher scale
of flight cancellations and bigger
affected area.

Effects of Covid-19 on Local Perspective
The world is experiencing socio
economic shocks due to COVID 19
outbreak. As of 30th June 2020,
Tanzania recorded 509 cases with
21 deaths. More efforts had been
done to combat the spread of the
contagious disease. In an effort to
fight the pandemic, Tanzania Civil
Aviation Authority (TCAA) hosted
aviation stakeholders’ Collaborative
Arrangement for Prevention and
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Management of Public Health Events
in Civil Aviation (CAPSCA) meeting.
TCAA through CAPSCA coordinated
a national team that works to ensure
all international airports have facilities
and gears to support initiatives
to combat coronavirus spread. All
arriving passengers are subjected to
screening before being granted entry
permission.

Similarly, on 11th April 2020, the
Authority released a NOTAM on which
all international passengers’ flights
to the United Republic of Tanzania
were suspended and cargo flights
were allowed, but crew members were
subjected to quarantine at designated
places by the government at their
own cost. On 18th May 2020 the ban
was lifted after a steady slowdown of
corona virus cases in the country.
Continue pg. 7
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The effect of the pandemic on
domestic aviation activities has been
felt all over, with direct effects on
airlines, airport operations, groundhandling services and the regulatory
functions.
The immediate pain of the corona
virus malady is fast becoming evident:
revenues are in a free fall for airlines,
as Precision Air (PW) management
confirms that the numbers of its
weekly customers have gone down by
50% to 5,000 compared to the period
before the outbreak. The carrier
depends largely on the tourist market
and that is why there is a huge drop in
a number of passengers.
An Italian based carrier Blue Panorama
indicated that nearly 889 passengers
cancelled their travel plans hence
lost 20% of its revenues forecasted
for the period. Similarly, a Kenyan
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based Fly 540 had 800 passengers
cancelled their flights making a total
loss approximately to Tshs 249 million
(USD 108,000), as well as Air Tanzania
(ATCL cut some frequencies to some
routes. Songwe route operated once a
day from twice, and likewise Mwanza
route operated twice from four times
a day. Charter flights serving tourist
spots such as Zanzibar and national
parks in the Northern Circuit were the
hardest hit mainly because of lack of
international tourists and falling local
demand. In December 2019 alone an
estimated 12,998 tourists embarked
on domestic airlines including charter
flights to Zanzibar compared to none
in April 2020.
In conclusion, the effects of the
coronavirus outbreak to the aviation
operations are vast. Immediate effects
are expected on people losing their

jobs and some companies going out
of the business. A survival threat by
some companies is evident especially
for companies whose cash-flow was
not good.
Several governments worldwide
are responding positively to the
industry’s need for relief measures.
Among countries providing specific
financial or regulatory aid packages
to the industry are Colombia, the
United States, Singapore, Australia,
China, New Zealand and Norway. Most
recently, Brazil, Canada, Colombia,
and the Netherlands have relaxed
regulations to allow airlines to offer
passengers travel vouchers in place
of cash refunds. This act will revive
airlines from massive losses which are
now evident. This is a vital time buffer
so that the sector can continue to
function.
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TANZANIA IMPROVES ITS SAFETY OVESIGHT SCORES IN
THE ICAO VALIDATION AUDIT

By Bernard Kavishe

I

n December 2019, the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO),
conducted a mini validation audit
on the safety oversight system of
the United Republic of Tanzania. The
site activities were conducted by
the ICAO Regional office for Eastern
and Southern African (ESAF) and
validated by the ICAO Head office in
Montreal, Canada.
The audit, known as The ICAO
Validation Mission (IVA) was
culminated by the release of the final
report in April 2020. IVA is conducted
to validate progress made in closing
findings from previous audits.
The audit led to a change in the
overall Effective Implementation (EI)
of the safety oversight system of the
State, to an updated overall EI of 69.04
per cent from the previous EI of 64.59
percent.
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The Audit, which was limited in scope,
covered only 73 Protocol Questions
(PQs) out of 279 open PQs. The
audit covered only six out of eight
audit areas; namely; Primary Aviation
Legislation and Specific Operating
Regulations (LEG), Civil Aviation
Organization
(ORG),
Personnel
Licensing and Training (PEL), Aircraft
Operations (OPS), Airworthiness of
Aircraft (AIR), and Aerodromes and
Ground Aids (AGA). The scope of the
activity did not cover Aircraft Accident
and Incident Investigation (AIG) and
Air Navigation Services (ANS).
It is worth noting that in a space of
three years, the EF increased from
37.8% to 64.7% in 2017, an improvement
of 27 points (71% increase), and 69.59
percent in 2020 a further increase
of four points (7.5%). The United
Republic of Tanzania received the 2017

ICAO Council President Certificate
in recognition of the significant
progress made in resolving safety
oversight deficiencies and improving
the effective implementation of
ICAO Standards and Recommended
Practices (SARPs).
The audit results, including findings
based on protocol questions, reflect
the capabilities and limitations of
the civil aviation oversight system of
the State. A good result is therefore
one of strong indicators of a robust
safety oversight system. With these
results, Tanzania has achieved Global
Aviation Safety Targets of 60% EI in
State oversight capabilities. The focus
now is on further improvement of the
EI and implementation of State Safety
Programme (SSP).
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TANZANIA RELAXES AIR TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS FOLLOWING
THE DECREASE OF COVID-19 CASES

By Staff Reporter

Passengers from Royal Dutch Airline (KLM) arrived at Kilimanjaro International
Airport (KIA) on 4th August 2020

T

he United Republic of Tanzania,
relaxed travel restrictions in
May 2020 to gradually allow
resumption of economic activities
in air transport while limiting further
spread of the pandemic to the general
public.
The Travel Advisory No. 3 of 18 May
2020 issued by the Government of
the United Republic of Tanzania said
the decision follows the decrease of
the COVID-19 reported cases in the
country.

This applies for both for passengers
and cargo flights.
However, in limiting further spread,
all travelers, whether foreigners or
returning residents entering or leaving
the United Republic of Tanzania will
be subjected to enhanced screening
for COVID-19 infection. No 14 days
mandatory quarantine for arriving
passengers in the limited Republic of
Tanzania

The measure is part of the process
of recovery from COVID 19 which
strongly affected civil aviation
industry and other economic sectors
in the country.

Similarly, all international travelers
and service providers at airports
should observe adherence to Infection
Prevention and Control measures
such as hand hygiene, wearing mask
and keeping physical distancing as
appropriate.

Thus, effective from 18 May 2020,
Tanzania lifted the suspension of
international scheduled and nonscheduled passenger flights into and
out of United Republic of Tanzania
which had been in effect since 11
April 2020. This therefore means,
international
commercial
flight
operations have resumed since then.

The Government, upon fulfillment of
applicable requirements by operators,
will continue to authorize flight
operations into the United Republic
of Tanzania for different purposes
including overflights, humanitarian
aid, medical and relief, diplomatic
missions and other safety-related
operations.

The travel advisory No. 3 of 18 May,
2020 also requires crew members
to be subjected to an enhanced
screening at airports of entry and
may be isolated in accordance with
applicable procedures as may be
issued by the Ministry of Health,
Community Development, Gender,
Elderly and Children, in case they are
suspected of COVID-19 infection. The
aircraft will be decontaminated if crew
members are infected.
In case crew are quarantined or
isolated while in transit, aircraft
owners/operators
must
make
necessary arrangements to back-up
their crew to ensure that goods are
delivered to the intended destination.
The travel advisory reminds, all
travelers to truthfully fill-in Traveler
Surveillance Forms available onboard
or in any other transport means and
submit them to Port Health Authorities
upon arrival.
It also requires all international
arriving passengers to dispose-of
their masks after use during travel
Continue pg. 10
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at designated waste collection
containers upon arrival and all airports

must install sanitizers
at multiple locations at
their respective Terminal
Buildings.

to arrival, submit to Port Health
Authority the duly filled-in flight
health declaration forms (Health Part
of the Aircraft General Declaration).

Accordingly, all arriving/
departing air operators
must provide Advance
Passenger Information
so as to allow the Points
of Entry Authorities to
scrutinize the manifest
for possible high-risk
passengers. Pilot in
Command of a flight should prior

The travel advisory calls to all
stakeholders to undertake all other
measures in line with respective
airport Public Health Emergency
Response and Preparedness Plan. In
case of any medical emergency while
in the United Republic of Tanzania,
please call the toll-free Health
Emergency Number 199.

TANZANIA SET TO FAST TRACK AUTHORIZATION PROCESS
FOR DRONES IMPORT AND OPERATIONS IN THE COUNTRY.
By Staff Reporter

T

he Tanzania civil Aviation
Authority (TCAA) Director
General, Hamza S. Johari, said
it is about time for Tanzania to come
up with strategies for fast-tracking
authorization process for use and
importation of Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (Drones) into the country.
The Authority’ boss made a comment
while, opening a meeting that brought
together key Drones authorization
entities for the purpose of proposing
the best way forward for smooth
and quick authorization of drone’s
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importation and use, in the country.
“The current authorization process
takes a bit long, as it involves various
government entities with different
functions and operations at separate
locations. In some countries, the
process takes between three to five
hours”, added the TCAA DG.
According to him, Tanzania supports
drones’ operations as it contributes
to social and economic development,
but it is crucial for the operators
to comply with safety and security
measures, thus it is upon authorization

authorities to come up with the best
means to achieve the expeditions
process for Drones operations
authorization.
Mr. Johari, underscored that, the world
governments are transitioning into
business mode which definitely calls
for efficiency in services provision to
members of the community.
Drones operations in Tanzania are
currently regulated under The Civil
Aviation (Remotely Piloted Aircraft
System) Regulations, 2018
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THE ICAO COUNCIL ADOPTS A NEW REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
RESTARTING THE INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT SYSTEM FROM COVID-19.

By Staff Reporter

T

he International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) council
on June 1, 2020 adopted a
new report and recommendations
aimed at restarting the international
air transport system and aligning its
global recovery.
According to the press statement
issued by ICAO, the COVID-19 report
and guidelines were produced by the
Council’s Aviation Recovery Task Force
(CART). They were developed through
broad-based consultations with
countries and regional organizations,
and with important advice from the
World Health Organization and key
aviation industry groups including
the International Air Transport
Association (IATA), Airports Council
International (ACI World), the Civil
Air Navigation Services Organisation
(CANSO), and the International
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Coordinating Council of Aerospace
Industries Associations (ICCAIA).
The ICAO Council President Mr.
Salvatore Sciacchitano, said that the
world looked to the ICAO Council to
provide the high-level guidance which
governments and industry needed
to begin restarting international
air transport and recovering from
COVID-19.
The CART’s Report contains a
detailed situational analysis and key
principles supported by a series of
recommendations focused around
objectives for public health, aviation
safety and security, and aviation
economic recovery.
This content is supplemented by the
report’s special ‘Take Off’ document
which contains guidelines for public

health risk mitigation measures and
four separate modules relating to
airports, aircraft, crew and air cargo.
ICAO Secretary General Dr. Fang
Liu also welcomed the CART’s
accomplishment and highlighted
that ICAO will continue to develop
implementation packages to assist
Member States to restart the
operations and recovery. “Restoring
public confidence in air travel has
very broad benefits. This isn’t only
about the operational and economic
viability of the air transport sector,
but of entire societies and regions
having their economic livelihoods and
stability restored”, she commented.
The Authority is at its final process
for
domestication
of
CART
guidelines and implementation of the
recommendations.
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FORTY-SEVEN TANZANIANS TRAINED ON AIR TRAFFIC FLOW
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
By Staff Reporter

T

anzania
Civil
Aviation
Authority (TCAA) hosted
a national workshop on Air
Traffic Flow Management (ATFM)
from February, 3 to 6 with the aim of
raising awareness on the concept of
ATFM and enhance efficiency and
safe handling of airport operations as
well as manage air traffic movements.

airspaces.

region ambition of a seamless sky.

The system is designed to facilitate
safe, orderly and expeditious flow of
air traffic by not only ensuring that
ATC capacity is optimized and utilized
to the maximum extent possible, but
also by allowing the traffic demand to
be compatible with ATC capacity.

ATFM is the manner in which air
navigation service providers (ANSPs),
aircraft operators and airports can
efficiently balance demand with
the available capacity of aviation
resources, including airports and

Speaking at the closing ceremony,
TCAA Director General, Mr. Hamza
S. Johari, who is also the Chairman
of CANSO Africa, reminded the
stakeholders to work together to
enhance efficiency and realize African

A total of 47 participants from
TCAA, airports, airlines and other
stakeholders attended the four days’
workshop facilitated by Metron
Aviation of USA, which has worked
with ANSPs from North America,
South America, Africa, Australia, Asia
and Europe to deliver solutions that
improve air traffic flow throughout
their regions, resulting in less fuel
burn, fewer emissions, a reduction in
airborne delays and lower operating
costs
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TCAA STAFF URGED TO ADHERE TO HEALTH PRECAUTION
MEASURES AGAINST COVID -19.

By Staff Reporter

T

he Director General, Tanzania
Civil
Aviation
Authority
TCAA), Mr. Hamza S. Johari,
has directed the Authority staff
to keenly follow and adhere to
precaution measures against the
deadly COVID-19 pandemic currently
battled worldwide.
The Authority CEO made the directive
during the staff teleconference, on
April 20, 2020, where he stressed
the importance of the Authority staff
to adhere to protection measures
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DG TCAA, Hamza S. Johari during the Staff teleconference on April 20, 2020

including wearing of protective gears
(facial masks), hands sanitizing as well
as avoiding unnecessary movements.
“Go straight home as you come
from work and vice versa”, said the
DGTCAA.
Mr. Johari also encouraged the
Authority staff to take immune
booster nutrients, including ginger,
lemon juice, which are quite vital for
fighting the pandemic.
He cautioned on fake news on the

pandemic which sometimes are
exaggerated and can cause a panic
which is not necessary in the fight of
the disease.
Among others, the TCAA management
has taken a number of measures
for protecting its staff including the
installation of sanitizing facilities to
its offices, supply facial masks to all
staff and acquisition of thermometer
scanners for screening staff and
visitors temperature upon of arrival to
the offices.
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100 YEARS OF CIVIL AVIATION IN TANZANIA (1920 – 2020)
By John Nyamwihura

O

n February 27 this year
(2020) it was exactly
100 years since the first
civil* aircraft landed
in Tanzania (Tanganyika by then).
The flight landed at the Tabora Golf
Course on 27 February 1920 and was
met by the first British Governor of
Tanganyika, Sir Horace Byatt. The
aircraft, a Vickers Vimy Commercial
prototype registration G-EAAV, was
the leading aircraft on a race to cross
the continent of Africa from Cairo to
Cape Town. There were four aircraft in
the race and none of them made it to
Cape Town.
G-EAAV crashed on takeoff from
Tabora and was written off as a result
of the accident damage. The propeller

of the aircraft (G-EAAV) is to be
found in the National Museum, Dar
es Salaam. By coincidence, another
experimental aircraft escorting a
similar plane piloted by teenagers
on a flight from Cairo to Cape Town
(100 years after the first crash) also
crashed shortly after takeoff from
Tabora on 3rd August 2019, killing all
the two persons on board. In another
surprise, the first woman to attempt
the Cairo to Cape Town flight also
crashed at Tabora in 1928.
* Military flight operations preceded
civil flying in Tanganyika. This was
because Tanganyika was a battle
ground during the First World War
(WWI) 1914 -1918. German colonialists
were fighting against the British,

Belgian and South African armies.
The first military aircraft to land in
Tanganyika was German Navy Sea
plane. It arrived in Dar es Salaam in
mid-1914 but it was destroyed in an
accident a few days later.
During WWI, in 1915, the British Navy
built the first airport in the country
at Vunjanazi in Mafia and brought
in 26 aircraft. The mission was to
scout and destroy a German warship,
Konigsberg, which had sunk British
ships in the Indian Ocean and went
hiding at Salale in the Rufiji River.
The German warship was eventually
demolished by two British gunboats
on 11 July 1915. A shattered window
from Konigsberg is also to be found in
the National Museum.

VICKERS VIMY FB-27 COMMERCIAL about 1919. This aircraft - later G-EAAV - was written off after a crash in
Tabora, Tanzania on 27 February 1920. - Image ID: 2BX1TPE
Continue pg. 15
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The following narration was obtained by the author from the late Engineer John Pike,
the man who arranged the donation of the propeller to the National Museum in the
1960s.
In 1920, a London newspaper, The
Times, sponsored what was intended
to be the first record breaking flight
between Great Britain and Africa. The
Vickers Vimy Commercial prototype
aircraft registration G-EAAV (ex
K-107) was used for the attempt.
The intention was to Traverse Africa
continent from Cairo in Egypt to Cape
Town at the southern tip of South
Africa.
The crew was:

Captain F C G Broome
Pilot in Command
Captain S Cockerell
Second Pilot
Sgt Maj J Wyatt
Engine Mechanic
Mr. C Corby Rigger
Dr. P. Chalmers – Mitchell, The Times
representative and scientific observer,
joined the crew at Cairo.

24/01/1920 The Vimy Commercial
took off from Brooklands
at 11:30am on Saturday,
24th January 1920 and
reached Cairo over
week later, experiencing
severe overheating from
the engines en route, the
cooling water leaking
away during flight. The
engines were checked
at Cairo but no apparent
leak was found.
06/02/1920 The aircraft left Cairo
on Friday 6th February,
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on its way following
the Nile Valley. Again
there were overheating
problems which resulted
in a forced landing, just
south of Jibelein in the
Sudan. Dr. ChalmersMitchell, although no
expert, suggested to
Captain Broome, that
a system be devised
whereby the engines
could be topped up with
water during flight. The
suggestion was adopted;
a system consisting of a
pump, water containers
and rubber tubing fixed
up and was used to top
up the radiator when
the pilots saw that the
engine
temperatures
were rising dangerously.
24/02/1920 Kisumu was reached on
Tuesday 24th February
and the engines once
again were thoroughly
checked after it had
been
found
that
replacement
engines
were not available from
Royal Air Force.
27/02/1920 The Vimy left Kisumu at
6:30 am on Friday 27th
February and calling
at Mwanza for fuel,
reached Tabora at noon.
The crew was met by
Sir. Horace Byatt, the
British
Administrator
of Tanganyika, later
Governor, who was on
safari to Tabora.

28/02/1920 On
Saturday
28th
February the plane
left Tabora just before
7:00am but again the
water cooling casing
leaked where it joined
the block and it returned
to Tabora airfield. At
2:00 pm they tried again
but the starboard engine
failed as they became
airborne. The Vimy
crashed into the bush
just beyond the airfield
and was written off, the
crew sustaining minor
injuries.

The flight being therefore abandoned
the wreckage was dismantled. The
upper wing went to form the roof of
a tennis pavilion for the Tabora Club,
while the engines and instruments
were removed for shipment home.
The party then left by train for Dar
es Salaam. One of the two propellers
came into the National Museum, Dar
es Salaam where it is exhibited along
with a photograph of G-EAAV, signed
by the second pilot, Captain Cockerell.

John Nyamwihura is
Inspector of Air
Accidents, at TCAA
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THE WORLD BANK MEETS TCAA TO DISCUSS POSSIBLE
AREAS OF COOPERATION

By Staff Reporter

T

he World Bank officials
visited Tanzania Civil
Aviation
Authority
(TCAA) Headquarters for the
purpose of
identifying civil
aviation development projects
that might be supported by the
world Bank.

During the talks,
TCAA presented
proposal requesting
World Bank support

the
the
the
for

construction of the new
state of the Arts, Civil
Aviation Training Center
(CATC).

The Automated Dependent
Surveillance- Broadcast (ADSB)
on Western part of Tanzania,
Area Navigation (RNAV) and
VHF relay stations upgrade are
among the projects, the World
Bank consider to support.
16
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TCAA REVIEW ITS STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE YEAR
2021/22-2025/26

By Ally Changwila

T

anzania
Civil
Aviation
Authority (TCAA) is set to
release its 4th strategic plan
which is expected to be ready by July
2021.
The 4th Strategic Plan since the
establishment of the Authority
follows the third one which led the
organization for four years from
2016/2017 to 2020/2021.
Speaking at a special meeting
for development of the strategy,
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the Authority’s Director General,
Mr. Hamza S. Johari, reminded
the Authority’s staff to redefine
themselves by adopting the positive
thinking as well avoiding routine way
in performing their duties.
“New growth comes from new ways
of thinking” commended the Director
General stressing that it is high time
for civil aviation contribution to be
clearly and statistically be reflected
in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
and employment.
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TCAA HOLDS A VIRTUAL PUBLIC HEARING FOR
LICENSING
By Ally Changwila

T

anzania
Civil
Aviation
Authority (TCAA) approved
24 licenses for air services
licenses (18) and Ground handling
services (6)
following a public
hearing licensing meeting held on
June 10, 2020.
A total of 25 applications were
tendered to the Authority Board of
Directors, whereby 24 applications
were approved and one disapproved.
The Board meeting was preceded
by public hearing session where
stakeholders
were
given
an
opportunity to give comments,
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applications and objections to assist
the Board to make decisions.
That was the first virtual meeting
ever held by the Authority since it
establishment in 2003. The meeting
was held virtually to avoid spread of
COVID-19. During the public hearing,
stakeholders spared adequate time to
discuss the 25 applications for licenses
which were thereafter submitted
to the Board for consideration with
comments.
The meeting was very interactive and
therefore productive since the Board
was able to smoothly make decisions

after having received comments from
the public through the public hearing
session.
The detailed Board decision was
published on the TCAA’s Website
and newspapers on 11 and 12 June
2020 respectively as required by law.
Applicants were also served with
letters of decisions for their respective
applications.
The applicants were urged to observe
the requirements of obtaining the
license before the date of expiry of the
offer by the Board.
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MPANDA AIRPORT IN OPERATION USING RNAV
(GNSS) APPROACH PROCEDURE

Satelite - based navigaton system by TCAA flight procedure was officiated by the then Minister for Works,
Transport and Communication, Eng. Isack A. Kamwelwe, on 28th December 2019 in Mpanda.

By Ally Changwila

M

panda Airport is among a
few Airports in the country
that are currently using
approach procedure based on Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS).
This was revealed by DGTCAA Mr.
Hamza S. Johari, during his visit at
Mpanda Airport on 20 June 2020. He
added that the new airport needed the
RNAV(GNSS) approach procedure to
facilitate smooth operations of aircraft
at the airport.
At the moment, Mpanda Airport is
manned from Songwe Airport control
tower, but plans are underway to
build its own control tower as traffic
increases. A cost benefit analysis will
be established in course of time to
justify the investment of control tower
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for this Mpanda airport.

Iringa, Kigoma and Tabora.

RNAV(GNSS) approach procedure,
is an area navigation (RNAV) or a
procedure that enable a Pilot to land
without the need of having other
air navigation equipment installed
on the ground such as Doppler
Very High Frequency Omni Range
(DVOR),
localizer,
Non-Directional
radio Beacon (NDB),
Distance Measuring
Equipment (DME) etc.

Air Tanzania is landing at Mpanda
Airport three times a week, on
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday with
its Bombardier Q400 aircraft following
the RNAV(GNSS) approach procedure
existence.

Other
Airports
with
RNAV(GNSS)
approach procedure
facilities are JNIA,
KIA, AAKIA, Mwanza,
Dodoma,
Songwe,
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SECONDARY SCHOOLS PUPILS SENSITIZED ON
CIVIL AVIATION

By Staff Reporter

M

ore than 5,000 youths from nine
(9) secondary schools in five
(4) regions namely Tabora, Kigoma,
Kagera, and Pwani benefited from
the TCAA sensitization campaign for
secondary schools on civil aviation.

to air transport careers including;
Pilot, Aircraft Engineering, Air Traffic
Control Management, Aeronautical
Information Management, Aviation
Security, Cabin Crew.

During the campaign pupils from
Milambo Boys, Tabora Girls,
Tabora Boys, Kiguru, Katubuka,
Ihungo Boys, Rugambwa girls,
Bagamoyo High School and
Dunda Secondary of Tabora,
Kigoma, Kagera and Pwani
regions respectively were
reached by TCAA sensitization
team.
Among others, the youths were urged
to be keen in science subjects, to
successfully pursue their passion
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to enhance young Tanzanians
awareness on available career
opportunities and cultivate their
interest to learn and join the industry
so as to enable the country to have
adequate air transport experts.
At the moment Tanzania is facing
the challenge of inadequate
qualified Pilots and Aircraft
engineers. The secondary school
sensitization campaign aims to
help youth identify the available
career opportunities and the best
way to prepare for tapping them.

Trend shows, air transport is growing
both nationally and internationally.
The sensitization campaign is meant

The next round of sensitization
campaign is set for secondary
schools’ youth of Mwanza, Simiyu and
Mara regions.
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Aviation Industry is Built on Teamship Spirit
By Ally Changwila

P

ilot may be the first person to think
of when an aircraft is in operation.
The truth is that behind this aircraft
operation is a number of people(crew)
with different professionals. This therefore
means that when we think of Pilot as a
career, we should always think of many
other areas of specialization. Many people
are aware of Pilots, engineers, Flight
Attendants and probably Mashallers.
Marshallers are often confused with Air
Traffic Controllers
To make the record straight, here there
is a huge difference between the two,
marshallers lead aircraft to its parking
stand or to the runaway. He/she provides
visual signaling to the Pilots to keep
turning, slow down, stop or shut down the
engine.
On the other hand, Air Traffic Controllers
(ATC) are invisible and confide in the
control tower giving direction to the
aircraft, guiding pilot during takeoff and
landing and monitor aircraft as it flies
through the skies.

One might wonder how comes Air Traffic
Controllers guide an Aircraft while there
are Pilot and co Pilot on board? Yes, they
do so because there is zero visibility in the
sky, Pilots cannot be able to see or even
know the position of another aircraft.
Therefore, the only eyes are the Air Traffic
controllers who are on the ground.
Rob Mark of flying mag.com argues that
“solid relationships between Pilots and
Controllers is the foundation upon which
our complex air traffic control system is
built. Each side needs the other. Without
Pilots, Controllers would be unnecessary.
Without ATC, flying safely would be very
much in jeopardy”.
However, one might think that those
are the only interesting jobs that can be
found in aviation industry, while basically,
there are plenty of other job opportunities
in the industry whereas; some require a
university degree and others non degree
qualifications. Since aviation industry is
built on team ship sprit, some of these
job opportunities are as follows; Flight

Operations Director, Air traffic controllers,
Design Engineer, Equipment Engineer,
Flight
Dispatcher,
Aerodynamics
Engineer, Aircraft Mechanic, Airport
Designer, Airport Manager, Security staff
and Ticket Agent.
With assistance from “Virtual Apprentice
Airline Pilot”, a book written by Don Rauf
and Monique Vescia, I will define each of
the above-mentioned jobs. A point to note
however, the list is not exhausted and
some of the opportunities their ground
schools are available in Tanzania and
some abroad.
Flight Operations Director carries the
task of all flying coordination at an airport
including administering test facility. He
or she is in charge of the flying, training
and maintenance schedules for the pilots
and airplanes. When a pilot is scheduled
for a check flight to make sure a repaired
plane is operating correctly, the Director
arranges the schedule and assigns a pilot
to the job.
Air Traffic Controllers who confide at the

Mashaller at work
Continue pg. 22
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From pg. 21...
repair the aircraft.

Airtraffic Controller at work
airport control tower, direct all flights
movements, gives advice and information
by radio to pilots, and monitors planes in
and around the airport. It is a demanding
job that require, mental alertness, and
clear communication skills.
Design Engineer: If you’ve ever made a
paper or model airplane, you’ve dabbled
in airplane design. Professional airplane
designer do the same thing but on a
much larger scale. The world’s largest
commercial airliners designed so far are
the Boeing 747, which typically carry
about 400 people, and the new AirBus
A380, which is created to hold as many as
850 passengers.
Equipment Engineer: If you’ve flown
on a major airline, you know that it can
sometimes get hot and stuffy. That’s
when you reach up and turn the knob in
the ceiling to point the airflow directly
at you. This type of air conditioning
and circulation system is created by an
equipment engineer. These specialists
focus on building the mechanical and
electrical elements of a plane, including
systems for heating, pressurizing,
hydraulics, and/or oxygen equipment.
Equipment engineers usually need an
educational background in mechanical,
electrical, or systems engineering.
Flight Dispatcher: Every flight is tracked
by a licensed dispatcher on the ground.
The flight dispatchers work with the
pilots planning flight details like fuel
consumption, altitudes, traffic flow,
and weather. To plan the best routes,
dispatchers consider winds aloft and
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look for the best tailwinds or the least
headwinds. They authorize takeoffs or
cancel flights. They often work under
pressure in a noisy, hectic office with
other airport workers. They rely on
computers, calculators, and weather
charts—sometimes doing the job of a
meteorologist. Most of these positions
require a college degree with a major in
air transportation and some background
in meteorology.
Aerodynamics Engineer: These engineers
are part of the team that helps build
planes that fly more smoothly, efficiently,
and quietly. Drawing on their knowledge
of aerospace engineering, they use
sophisticated computer programs to help
create new plane designs. From their
plans, they build scale models of planes
and test them in wind tunnels so they can
observe how the craft will react under
simulated wind conditions. Computer
programs called computational fluid
simulations predict how different airplane
shapes will perform. Most aerodynamics
engineers have at least a bachelor’s
degree in engineering.
Aircraft Mechanic: These professionals
are just like the mechanics who do car
repair except they work on airplanes
instead. They make sure planes are safe
to fly after each flight. They conduct
extensive annual inspections every year.
If an aircraft isn’t operating correctly they
get in “under the hood” and examine the
engine and other mechanical parts to
find the problem. Using hand and electric
tools, they often replace faulty parts and

Airport Designer: Runways, terminals,
towers, parking lots, roads, bridges—just
think of all the elements that go into
building an airport. Airport designers
put all these elements together to make
airports that operate efficiently and
safely. They draw on their knowledge
of architecture, construction, and civil
engineering. (Civil engineers plan all
the structures in areas that are used by
the general public.) If you have seen
a miniature model of an airport, that’s
exactly how airport designers visualize
how to put together the elements of a new
airport.
Security Staff: Before you board a
plane, you have to go through security
checkpoints and have your carry-on bags
X-rayed and searched by screeners who
are making sure nothing dangerous or
illegal goes aboard. Screeners also make
passengers walk through metal detectors
to make sure they are not bringing
any harmful items onboard. For extra
security, they physically search people
at random. Security people are really the
first line of defense against possible acts
of terrorism, and their jobs have become
more important as acts of terrorism have
increased.
Ticket/check-in Agent: The first friendly
face you see upon entering the airport
is often the ticket agent. They officially
check passengers in at the airport
making sure they have seat assignments
and proper identification. Agents also
sell tickets, weigh and tag luggage, and
answer questions on schedules and
fares. You need good communication
skills for this job and the ability to handle
passengers’ complaints and frustrations.
It’s a job that can take great patience, and
you can usually start out with just a high
school degree.
Sources:
Don Rauf and Monique Vescia, Virtual
Apprentice: Airline Pilot, 2008, Bright
Futures Press.
https://www.flyingmag.com/story/
pilot-proficiency/pilot-and-controllerrelationship/
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Aviation Safety and Efficiency

Our Commitment

In partnership

Aviation House, Nyerere/ Kitunda Road Junction
P. O . B o x 2 8 1 9 , D a r e s S a l a a m , T a n z a n i a
Tel: +255 22 2327700, Fax: +255 22 2844304
E-mail : tcaa@tcaa.go.tz
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